STELLAR TOOLKIT FOR MS SQL

Powerful Tools for
SQL Database Recovery

Ultimate toolkit to repair and restore corrupt SQL Server
database

Stellar Toolkit for MS SQL
Comprehensive software suite to recover database from corrupt SQL
server, extract data from corrupt SQL backup ﬁle, and reset SQL Server
Passwords. The 3-in-1 toolkit is a powerful solution for SQL database
administrators.

Why Do We Need Toolkit for MS SQL?
Damaged SQL Server database, inaccessible backup ﬁles, and lost server
passwords are key challenges for IT administrators. Our toolkit repairs
SQL database & backup ﬁles and restores all database objects in original
form, and also recovers SQL Server passwords.

Repairs and restores all
objects and deleted
records

Available for:

Restores inaccessible
SQL database from
corrupt backup ﬁles

Resets the
password of SQL
database ﬁle

Supports MS SQL Server
database 2019 and
older versions

Product Variants
TOOLKIT
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STELLAR TOOLKIT FOR MS SQL

KEY FEATURES
REPAIRS DATABASE CORRUPTION OF ALL TYPES

SUPPORTS MULTIPLE BACKUP

Issues such as Clustered Index, Leaf Level Corruption, and
Inconsistency leads to corruption in the SQL database. The
toolkit provides a complete solution to repair corrupt SQL
database, recover damaged Backup ﬁles and reset the lost
password of SQL Administrator.

Recover the database from all types of backups like Full,
Diﬀerential, or Transaction Log. Select the Backup ﬁle if the
location is known or search for it from the available disks. The
recovered database can be saved to the default or a
user-speciﬁed location.

RECOVERS DELETED RECORDS

RESTORES SELECTED TABLES/ITEMS

SQL Database toolkit simultaneously recovers deleted
records during the SQL database repair process. The Toolkit
doesn't tamper the original structure of the database during
recovery. Administrators can preview and verify the data
before saving it.

The selective recovery option in the Toolkit facilitates users to
recover speciﬁc database objects such as tables and items.
Users can save the retrieved deleted records at preferred
location – either on the local system or on the SQL server.

FREE DATABASE PREVIEW

DETECTS SQL VERSION

Stellar Toolkit for SQL server scans the entire corrupt
database and displays the damaged components in a tree-like
structure. The 'Preview' option helps users to preview the
corrupt SQL database for free and also view all the recoverable objects in the main interface before saving.

SQL Database Toolkit can detect the SQL Server Database
version, automatically. However, it is recommended to
manually select the SQL server version if the ﬁle is severely
corrupt-ed. The toolkit supports all SQL versions including
SQL Server 2019.

MVP SPEAKS
KEY BENEFITS
Damian Widera
MVP, Microsoft Community Contributor

Comprehensive Recovery
“ I really like the very simple and very intuitive interface. It is
that simple that you even don’t have to remember all the fancy
options as I imagine such program might have. The application
just repairs the database in an automatic way.”

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Processor: Intel Pentium Class
RAM: 2 GB minimum (4 GB recommended)
Hard Disk: 200 MB of free space
Operating System: Windows Server 2012 / 2008 / 2003

Recovers database from corrupt
SQL server and backup

Enhanced Productivity

Repair database and reduce SQL
Server Downtime

Reduce Business Risk

Data Availability within Service
Level agreement

and Windows 10 / 8.1 / 8 / 7

Languages Available: En

AWARDS & REVIEWS
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